When the assumption of homoscedasticity is not met for analytical data, a simple and effective way to counteract the greater influence of the greater concentrations on the fitted regression line is to use weighted least squares linear regression (WLSLR). The purpose of the present paper is to stress the relevance of weighting schemes for linear regression analysis and to show how this approach can be useful in the bioanalytical field. The steps to be taken in the study of the linear calibration approach are described. The application of weighting schemes was shown by using a high-performance liquid chromatography method for the determination of lamotrigine in biological fluids as a practical example. By using the WLSLR, the accuracy of the analytical method was improved at the lower end of the calibration curve. Bioanalytical methods data analysis was improved by using the WLSLR procedure.
Introduction
data. Obviously, when the range in x-values is somewhat larger-usually a concentration range of A well-designed and interpreted calibration curve more than one order of magnitude-it might be is essential in any analytical methodology. In fact, expected that the variance of each data point might the quality of bioanalytical data is highly dependent be quite different [1] . Larger deviations present at on the quality of the standard curve used to generate larger concentrations tend to influence (weight) the it. Analyte concentrations in unknown samples are regression line more than smaller deviations associtypically evaluated by using the regression results ated with smaller concentrations, and thus the acobtained from calibration curves and although some curacy in the lower end of the range is impaired analytical procedures may require a non-linear cali- [1] [2] [3] . A simple and effective way to counteract this bration approach, linear regression is the most comsituation is to use weighted least squares linear monly adopted model. regression (WLSLR) [1, 2, [4] [5] [6] [7] . The aim of the However, the condition of equal variances, termed present paper is to stress the relevance of weighting homoscedasticity, is frequently not met for analytical schemes for linear regression analysis and to show how this approach can be used and be useful in the bioanalytical field. Although statistical considera- believe the present paper may be of great utility for practising bioanalysts. The steps to be taken are of variance as a function of concentration [1,2,4-described and illustrated with a data set obtained 6, 10] . during the validation process of a high-performance In order to counteract the greater influence of the liquid chromatographic (HPLC) method [8] .
greater concentrations on the fitted regression line, the weighted least squares linear regression is used. The expression to be minimised now takes the following form [ [9] .
However, it is very common for the standard where the experimental F-value is expressed as the deviation (SD) of the measurement to alter with x ratio between the variances obtained at the lowest (heteroscedasticity). In many cases, SD rises pro- A generic diagram of the process described is defined as the sum of absolute %RE values, is a represented in Fig. 1 . useful and sensitive indicator of goodness of fit in the evaluation of the effectiveness of a weighting factor for WLSLR [1] .
Practice
The best w will be that which gives rise to a i narrow horizontal band of randomly distributed %RE To exemplify the procedure described, we selected around the concentration axis and presents the least the intra-day assay data set generated during the sum of the %RE across the whole concentration validation process of a recently developed HPLC range.
method for the determination of lamotrigine in plasma [8] . 
2 cantly different, thus homoscedasticity was not met. 
Choice of the weighting factor

Discussion
The %RE plots for unweighted (model 1) and Unlike pharmaceutical analysis, the concentration weighted (models 2-7) regressions of the lamotrange in bioanalytical methods is usually dynamic rigine intra-day assay data across the whole conand broad, presenting three or more orders of centration range are shown in Fig. 3 . Model 1 clearly magnitude, in order to monitor concentrations effecunderestimated the concentrations in the lower range tively [16] . When the range in data values is large, it of the calibration curve, near the limit of quantificamight be expected that the variance of each data tion (LOQ). Models 4 and 7 presented the best %RE point might be quite different. In the present case, distribution scatter at the lower end of the calibration the concentration data ranged between 0.1 and 15.0 curve. mg / l. Therefore, the test of homoscedasticity was The regression parameters of the calibration curve carried out. generated for each weighting factor and the respecResidual plots can be used to evaluate the need for tive sums of the relative errors are summarised in weighting when unweighted LSLR is applied. If the 2 Table 2 . The weighting factor 1 /x (model 7) data adequately fit the linear model, then the reproduced the least sum for this data set providing the siduals should be randomly distributed in a horizonmost adequate approximation of variance. Thus, the tal band centred on the concentration axis [2] . In this 2 1/x weighting factor was chosen. study, the residual plots for unweighted LSLR clearly showed that the residuals were not randomly distributed around the concentration axis. Instead, an 4.3. Weighted straight line equation increase in variance as a function of concentration was observed. This need of weighting LSLR was For the intra-day assay data the calibration curve confirmed with the results of the F-test. 2 obtained with the weighting factor 1 /x was y 5 The best weighting factor was chosen taking into 0.2804x 2 0.0049, with r50.999. The accuracy of account either the plots or the sums of the %RE the data, expressed by bias value, was evaluated calculated for each weighting factor. In the present 2 across the whole concentration range using weighted study, the 1 /x weighting factor produced the small-(model 7) and unweighted (model 1) linear regresest %RE sum, and the most random distribution sion. The results are shown in Table 3 .
around Table 2 especially at the lower end of the calibration range Regression parameters of the calibration curve generated for each ( precision in laboratorial routine analysis [4] . This is of the utmost importance, taking into account that curve ( Table 2 and Fig. 3) . Additionally, as happens the accurate quantification of low serum concenwith the majority of bioanalytical methods [10], the trations versus time is particularly relevant in phar-SD of the response was proportional to the conmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic studies. centration (Fig. 2) . According to all these circumAlthough linear regression is the most frequently 2 stances, the chosen weighting factor was 1 /x . used approach for determining a best-fit calibration In this work, the calibration model was chosen line, providing a most efficient way to fit experimenduring validation. Although the choice of the calital data to an appropriate model, it should be assured bration model is currently normally included in the that correctness of the mathematical model is aspre-validation phase [17, 18] , it has been more recentsumed. A more complete analysis of the regression ly recommended to include it during the validation approach (WLSLR) should be considered, taking procedure, by using all validation samples and into account the error pattern of the data. Although individual calibration curves in several batches in WLSLR is more complex and laborious than ororder to simulate the real conditions of routine dinary linear regression, involving the use of statistianalysis [19] .
cal tests and mathematical operations, it should be The comparison study between the weighted least performed in order to obtain more realistic results. squares procedure and the conventional least squares In addition, this paper brings out an issue referred calibration revealed useful improvements in accurato but not specified in the most recent FDA guidecy, which was particularly evident at the lower end lines for bioanalytical methods validation [21] . Acof the range, as expected. Percentage bias was cording to these guidelines, the ''selection of weightconsiderably greater than acceptable limits of 620% ing and use of a complex regression equation should [20] , when simple least squares regression was used, be justified''. The present paper may contribute to 
